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TODAY’S ACTIVITIES
-Daily LEGO Challenge, Day 9: Captain
Hook needs a new pirate ship and he
wants you to build it!
-Writing tips from Kate DiCamillo on
YouTube!
-Megan Lacera with drawing, story
telling, and activity ideas! Twitter
Live at 4:15 (@MeganLacera)
-Austin Allies' at-home activities
-Here is a fun personality quiz to fill
some of your time!
TGPT HOLIDAY:

Review

Movie: The Secret Life of Pets 2
In the second movie, Max’s owner,
Katy, has a baby! Max is very
concerned that Liam is safe and in
eyesight, and he starts getting
incredibly anxious, especially after
Liam goes off to school! Then, the
family all goes on a trip to a farm,
and Max discovers his own courage. Age
7+.

THE DAILY INTERVIEW
Ruby Jay
11-year-old Ruby Jay has an incredibly
interesting - not to mention simply
incredible - hobby: contortion! “I did it
because I saw people on YouTube doing it,
and I thought ‘hey, maybe I could try
that!’” says Ruby. “Plus, I already do
gymnastics.” Well, ‘do gymnastics’ is a
slight understatement. Ruby has been a
gymnast for about 6 years! “We’re still
looking for a contortion class, because
the one we thought we were doing did
ribbons,” she says. Her role model is
Sophie Dossi, an incredible contortionist
who was on Season 11 of America’s Got
Talent. “My favorite part of contortion is
freaking people out,” laughs Ruby. “But
I’m scared I’m going to break something
(like a bone).” During the interview, Ruby
went into a backbend and held it for 3
minutes and 8 seconds! Ruby is in Level 3
in gymnastics, and her goal is to be in
Level 9 or higher.

DAD JOKE OF THE DAY

The first French fries weren’t cooked in France.

The Daily Bean
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They were cooked in grease.

